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 Special lecture on the topic of “Fist Information Report and Trial” for the 
subject of Cr.P.C, has been organized in our college which was held in Room no 7 
of our college on 27th October 2018. It was organized for the intellectual benefit of 
VIIth Sem of 5years B.A., LL.B and both ‘A’ & ‘B’ Section of IIIrd Sem of 3years 
LL.B, students. For this special lecture, our college has invited one of the senior 
and top most leading Advocate who has been practicing on criminal law side and 
gained experience of 30 years and since 20 years he is also a regular visiting 
faculty of JSS Law college, Mysuru and also a invited speaker for other various 
law colleges. Prof. K.B. Vasudeva, Principal of our college has welcomed the 
invited speaker by giving flower bouquet and introduced the speaker to the 
students. 

  The speaker has delivered the speech on the above topic with his practical 
experience which was thought provoking to the students. While addressing to the 
students, he introduced to the students on various aspects concerning to 
Substantive as well as procedural law. More importantly he taught the students on 
what is Information and what is First Information, First Information Report, its 
meaning, when, how and who can give First Information and what are the powers 
of police officers to take and not to take or consider the information. Further he 
discussed the stages of investigation and powers of investigating officers and 
procedure need to be followed by them in Cognizable and Non-Cognizable 
offences. The speaker expressed his erudite’s on complaint case, charge sheet, bail, 
charges, commencement of trial and various stages of trail, and its procedure,  
plead guilty, examination-in-chief, cross-examination, and judgment, acquittal and 
convicted, etc., eventually there was discussion with the students and the resource 
person has answered the various questions of students. This lecture really provides 
infinite knowledge on the above topic and it was thought provoking occasion has 
created for the students.                         


